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Abstract 2 Multiwavelets 

In this paper the efficient implementation of discrete multi- 
wavelet transforms is examined. These rransforms can be 
used for image coding. The presented architecture is based 
on lattice structures and computationally efficient CORDIC- 
based p-rotations. An exemplary VLSI-implementation for 
a multiwavelet-based lapped orthogonal transform is presen- 
ted. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years wavelet transforms have gained a lot of interest 
in many application fields, e.g. image processing. orthogonal 
singlewavelets have beenintroduced [l], and have been gene- 
ralized to orthogonal, symmemc, vector-valued multiwavelet 
transforms allowing more degrees of freedom [8, 51. These 
multiwavelets are not only well-suited bases with respect 
to a multiresolution of an image, also a multiwaveletpacket 
transform can be constructed resulting in a lapped orthogo- 
nal transform [3] (8-channel filterbank) being a widely used 
transform kemel for image coding. 

An efficient implementihon of these bansform kernels for 
image coding is often necessary not only because of the re- 
quirements on the processing speed, but also because of the 
large amount of image data. Using efficient lattice struc- 
tures and coarsly quantizing their rotation angles by very 
few CORDIC-based fi-rotations [6,71 leads to architectures 
being realizable very simple by only very few shift and add 
operations. Based on this strategy a very efficient VLSI- 
implementation for a multiwavelet-based lapped orthogonal 
transform is presented, whereby the area consumption can 
be additionally reduced by folding the architecture, by using 
hybrid data formats, or by time multiplexing the filter ope- 
rations: Instead of one parallel 8-channel filterbank, 2 serial 
&channel filterbanks are used allowing a drastical reduction 
of area consumption to about 2.4mm2. 

Multiwavelet systems using 2 scaling functions and 2 multi- 
wavelets are based on 4 dilation equations 

2 n  

I=1 k=O 

2 n-1 

l=1 &=O 

and a muitiwavelet basismatrix of size 4 x 2n 

g11,o 912,o . . . Q11,n-1 Q12,n-1 

921,n-1 g22,n-1 

h11,0 h12,0 h11,n-1 h12,n-1 
h21,0 h22,0 ..- h21,n-1 h , n - 1  

In order to implement the respective discrete multiwavelet 
transform, the filters 

n-1 n-1 

i = O  i = O  

with v, I E { 1'2) are required that appear in the filterbank of 
Figure 1. Note, that not only the number of inputs (I) and 
outputs (0) is multiplied by 2, but also a prefilter is necessary. 

In [8] multiwavelets were designed that allow the proper- 
ties regularity, ortogonality and symmetry, simultaneously. 
Thereby, +1 (1st row of W) and *l (3rd row of W) being 
symmemc, and $2 (2nd row of W) and !42 (4th row of W) 
being antisymmetric, requires a specially structured wavelet 
basismatrix W (special multifilters). 

bo -bl  a1 -bl -a1 bo UO ' 

a0 bo a1 bl  a1 4 1  a0 -bo i bo uo b l  -b1 a1 -bo uo 1 = --a0 bo -a1 -b1 --a1 -b1 -a0 bo 

Setting -ao = 0.009977,~1 = 0.697129,bo = bl = 
-0.083399 
results in the bases of n = 4 plotted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 : Filterbank for implementing vector-valued multi- 
wavelet transforms 
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Figure 2: Multiwavelets of n = 4, p = 2 and the correspon- 
ding scaling functions 

With respect to the implementation of the particular mul- 
tifilters corresponding to these bases, a lattice structure 
being introduced in [5 ]  and plotted in Figure 3 is efficient 
(CY = 6.88'). 

3 Efficient Implementation of 
Orthogonal Rotations 

Since in the singlewavelet- as well as in the multiwavelet 
case the lattice filters are composed of orthogonal 2 x 2- 
rotations only, in order to get a simple implementation of the 
filters, an efficient implementation of the orthogonal rotations 
is sufficient. 

An orthogonal 2 x 2-rotation R(a) is defined as follows: 

1 c o s 0  -sincr 
sina c o s a  R(a) = 

The CORDIC algorithm is a common method to execute or- 
thogonal rotations by using a sequence of w + 1 protations 

Figure 3: Lattice structure implementing multiwavelet filters 
o f n = 4  

(w being the wordlength): 

with & = nr=o -J--- being the scaling factor. This 

corresponds to the representation of CY as 
1+2-'* 

CY = UkCYk = aka rc t an~-~ .  
k k 

This representation of an angle in the " a r ~ t a n 2 - ~ "  basis is 
also the basic idea of CORDIC-based approximate rotations 
[2], but there we have uk E { -1,O, +l}. 

In [2] double rotations consisting of 2 equal CORDIC 
elementary rotations were used, which rotate by the angle 
2c~k, i.e. R(201k) = R(ffk)R(ffk) such that 

1 - a 2 - k  1 -a2-k 1 ] [ u 2 - k  1 
R ( 2 ~ k )  = - K i  [ a2-' 1 

Now, the scaling factor 4 can be factorized into a sequence 
of shift & add operations: 

K, 

- (1-2-2k)(1+2-4k)(1+2-8k). . . (1) 
1 1 -=-- 

K,2 1 + 2 - 2 k  

With one (or a few) of these double rotations an approximate 
rotation can be composed, that is simple to implement, appro- 
ximates any rotation angle to a certain accuracy (increasing 
the number of double rotations increases the accuracy), and is 
always exactly orthogonal independent of the accuracy. For 
our example of Section 2, an approximation of the exact ro- 
tation angle CY = 6.88 by CY M a r ~ t a n 2 - ~  = 7.12' does not 
affect the quality of the transform, the corresponding bases 
cannot be distinguished from those of Figure 2. Thereby again 
double rotations are used, since in each path of the lattice filter 
each rotation appears twice. 
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4 VLSI-Implementation of an 
el Mu1 ti w avele tpac ket 

 ans sf or^ 

In order to get an $-channel filterbank, the multiwavelet- 
packet structure of Figure 4 is used, requiring the prefilters 
G V F ~  = (I + z - l ) / f i  and G V F ~  = (1 - z - ' ) / J Z  being 
equivalent to a simple 45'-rOtatiOn. Approximating the exact 

I I I  

Figure 4: 8-channel multiwaveletpacket structure 

rotation angles of the multifilter structure results in the archi- 
tecture of Figure 5 that requires only very few shift and add 
operations. Note, that the scaling being necessary to norma- 
lize the analysis and synthesis part is not plotted in Figure 5, it 
can be put at the beginning of the analysis or at the end of the 
synthesis part. With this method the multiwavelet-based lap- 

Figure 5: 
multiwaveletpacket-based lapped orthogonal transform 

Architecture for efficiently implementing the 

ped orthogonal transform can be computed in a very efficient 
way. 

The clock rate in the first stage of the filterbank is twice 
the clock rate in the second stage resulting in a hardware uti- 
lization of only 50% in the second stage. Now the idea is to 
use only one filter for the second stage and compute both, the 
lowpass and the highpass part within this single filter. One 
filter is used for the first stage producing the 4 different fre- 
quency channels, which are further processed in the second 
stage. The second filter stage then has to operate at the same 
clock rate as the first stage, where the 4 lowpass channels 
(of the whole 8) are computed at the odd time steps and the 
remaining 4 highpass channels are computed at the even time 

~ 
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steps. For the whole filterbank working correctly, a pemuta- 
tion module according to Figure 6 is necessary between the 
two stages which works basically as a time multiplexer. With 
this method, full hardware utilization and a reduction of the 
total area of the complete filterbank by about 25% is achieved. 

Figure 7 shows the complete mask layout for this archi- 
tecture on a chip area of 2.4mm2 and a transistor density of 
6307 transistors/mm2. The pixels of the considered images 
have a resolution of 8 bit. To reduce quantization effects and 
to avoid overiiow, the data word is extended to 16 bit. Due 
to its simple implementation, a two's complement number 
representation is chosen. To achieve higher throughput, the 
whole filterbank is pipelined at wordlevel. 

Another possibility of implementation with about the same 
area consumption would be the use of hybrid data formats. 
The data word is thereby split up in a LSB and a MSB part 
and then represented in a block of f x 2  bit, where w is the 
wordlength. Both filters in the second stage can then be 
implemented with only half of the hardware, as they have to 
compute data with a length of only f . Again, the second stage 
works at the same clockrate as the first stage. Such a bit serial 
approach was already presented in [9] for the implementation 
of a singlewavelet transform. 

A third implementation method would be a wordlevel fol- 
ded architecture [8], where the whole transform is executed 
in only one filter stage with a high throughput rate. Unfortu- 
nately, this requires an additional control circuitry and more 
complex interconnections than the time multiplexed version 
used for the layout implementation in Figure 7. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper a VLSI-suited architecture for a multiwavelet- 
based lapped orthogonal transform is presented. It is shown 
that lattice structures implementing the multifilters, and 
CORDIC-based p-rotations for the particular rotations al- 
low to reduce the computational expense drastically. In order 
to reduce the area consumption and to achieve full hardware 
utilization, the principle of multiplexing is applied, which 
is only possible, since exactly the same multifilters appear 
several times in the architecture of the complete transform. 
With. the resulting area consumption being only 2.4 m m ,  
the problem of realizing transform kernels for image coding 
application is solved very efficiently. 
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Figure 6: Multiplexed version of the 8-channel multiwavelet packet transform. The second filter stage computes the 4 lowpass 
channels at the odd, and the 4 highpass channels at the even time steps. 

Figure 7: VLSI-implementation of the multiplexed version of the 8-channel multiwavelet packet transform 
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